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The trolls are glad to lie for views
They delight in online duels.
But I prefer a man page that describes extensive tools.

A shell on the sys may be quite continental
But root rights are a grrl’s best friend.
sudo may be grand, but it won’t pay the rental
On your hosting fee, or help you with the disassembly.
RAM gets cold as exploits get sold
And we all mine bitcoin in the end.
But exploit or shell script, priv escalation keeps its shape!
Root rights are a grrl’s best friend!

There may come a time when a hacker needs a lawyer,
But root rights are a grrl’s best friend.
There may come a time when a tech firm employer
Offers you stock options
But get root rights and your own machines.
Perks will fly when stocks are high,
But beware when they start to descend.
Machines will go offline and no more command line!
Root rights are a grrl’s best friend!

I’ve heard of servers where you get admin accounts,
But root rights are a grrl’s best friend.
And I think that machines that you admin yourself
Are better bets. If nothing else, big data sets!
Unix time rolls on, entropy is gone,
And you can’t get that file to prepend.
But big racks or botnets you get props for root logins!

Root rights, root rights, I don’t mean jail breaks,
Root rights are a grrl’s best, best friend!